INTRODUCTION
Job of the Hunter Course Designer










Create and set a series of jumps in an order and on a track that allow the
best horses to demonstrate their abilities
Watch how the courses ride and, after consultation with the judges,
make adjustments if necessary
Be readily available to show management, show officials and exhibitors
to answer questions or address concerns
Work with the ring crew in a positive and productive manner – they can
make your life easy or difficult
Keep the best interests and safety of the horses and riders in mind

INTRODUCTION
Responsibility… You Are Responsible For:









Presenting safe and sensible courses to the exhibitors
Setting proper distances between jumps
Building proper and safe jumps
Insuring the proper use of breakaway safety cups
Recognizing and immediately correcting errors
Responding to show management’s requests
Communicating with other officials and the ring crew
Communicating with exhibitors and trainers

Course Designing Computer Software






Course designers that have not tried it may think it is too daunting
and complicated to learn
Course designers that use it cannot remember what it was like to
course design without it
The Professional Parcours Design (PPD) program is the industry
standard and the most popular – works within MS Visio 2000 and
later – is compatible with Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7
*WINDOWS 8 HAS ISSUES It can also be used with Mac and Windows
Parallels

To Be A Good Hunter Course Designer









Having knowledge of the industry and being a good study are
excellent tools
Be willing to study what is effective, what works and what does
not work
Learn from your mistakes (nobody is perfect – if you make a
mistake, there is nothing wrong with admitting it and learning
from it)
Take every opportunity to learn from fellow course designers
Never become complacent about the job

The Other Officials




Recognize that you are a part of the whole team producing
the show; somewhere between management and the
judges; work with them, not against them
Hunters are meant to be scored by the judges, not the
course, to get the result. You are there to set the stage –
Allow the athletes to show themselves off and create a fair
competition

Learning - A process that never ends, it is
lifelong…






You do not learn much about designing in one
day of clinic
The best way of learning this job is in the field
with someone who has a lot of experience and
a good reputation
And, when you are that person, you owe
something to the sport to pass on your
knowledge

Know Your Limitations








Many horse shows, in an effort to save money, are asking course designers
to do more and more rings – some have been asked to design three or four
rings at one time
A course designer can safely and effectively design only so many rings at a
time unless they have an assistant who is also a course designer or a great
jump crew foreman
If you are asked to course design a show, ask how many rings you will be
required to do - if you do not feel comfortable with the number you are
given, then discuss it with your boss
The worst thing would be to accept a designing job with too many rings and,
due to you being too busy, you fail to get to a ring for a course change –
something gets missed in the change. It is your responsibility, you are the
course designer

HUNTER COURSES

ARENAS
As a course designer, when you walk into
an arena, you must take into account …











Size
Shape
Grade
Footing
In Gate
Irregular contours
Location of judge’s stand
Distractions outside the arena
Early morning / late afternoon sun
Islands, decorations and permanent obstacles

DESIGNING THE COURSE
New arena? Mark the ring to help you layout and build.
Now you have the ring broken down into FOUR different sections
that will allow you to have an easier time drawing your courses and
especially laying out the jumps
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DESIGNING THE COURSE
When designing a hunter course consider:
 Tracks, flow and smoothness
 Good turns verses bad turns
 Distances
 In-and-Outs
 Bending / broken lines
 First fences
 Where is the in gate
 Multiple tracks

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Tracks, Flow and Smoothness




The show hunter should maintain a good pace throughout the
course of fences, but keep an even rhythm, neither speeding up
nor slowing down.
The horse is judged on its smoothness around the course,
movement, jumping form, and whether or not it reaches a
comfortable distance of takeoff in front of a jump. A poor distance
would put the horse too close or too far back from the jump, so
that it would either have to stretch and make a great effort over
the fence, or have to jump more "up and down" rather than over
the fence. A poor distance interrupts the rhythm of a course, and
increases the likelihood that a horse will rub or drop a rail.

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Tracks, Flow and Smoothness




A good ride over fences will look easy, with the horse jumping
from the correct takeoff distances and easily fitting the
strides in between the jumps (as opposed to having to really
stretch out or collect its stride)
The rider is able to guide their horse through the course
without the need of excessive aides, or noticeable
adjustments to the horse’s pace and stride through their
hands or body

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Good Turns verses Bad Turns







Turns should be large, wide and sweeping
In a standard arena, no turn should be less than 180 degrees and, in
almost all cases, should be more (arenas that are 150’ or wider may
allow for exceptions)
Turns should allow for plenty of time to do a lead change before
getting to the next jump
In classes with very young or green horses, consider how easy or how
difficult it is to teach the horse how to turn a corner and do a lead
change at the same time (i.e. room to set-up and get a proper change
after a line and/or room to finish a lead change before the next line)

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Distances






Basic average horse stride is 12’ long
Usually, the average stride is used at the 2’9” to 3’0” height
Distances often must be adjusted (usually by approximately 6” for inand-outs and 12” for longer lines) depending on the footing, the size of
the arena, grade and the level of the competitors. A distance will
normally ride easier when traveling toward the in-gate or going
downhill.
Use of longer distances is best saved for later classes at top shows,
when the designer is absolutely sure how the arena rides, and after the
horses and riders have had a chance to become comfortable in their
surroundings. It is far better to lengthen distances later in the show
rather than have to shorten them.

GOOD BASE DISTANCES FOR LINES

LOWER LEVELS 2’6”




In classes with fence heights of 2’6” or lower, there is little or
no need to adjust distances
Sample distances at 2’6” or lower are:
 3 strides = 47’-48’
 4 strides = 58’-59’
 5 strides = 70’-71’
 6 strides = 82’-83’
Again, the above is just a general guide and should be used with common
sense.



Why no distance listed above for 1 or 2 strides? It is strongly
recommended that in-and-outs NOT be used in classes for
beginner riders or young horses jumping 2’6” or lower.

DESIGNING THE COURSE
In-and-Outs





Although not against the rules, avoid one stride in-and-outs in
hunter courses…it makes a horse get quick and is more difficult
Two stride in-and-outs, vertical to oxer, are the most common
Normal guidelines for in and outs are Vertical to Oxer; you can
use other combinations of fences, but be careful when!
If you use a line of three fences, remember impulsion alone will
make the horse increase in speed as he goes down the line.
Make sure you give ample room especially from the second to
third jump. Direction is also very important!

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Bending/Broken Lines








A bending line is one in which there is a gradual curve from one jump
to the other
A broken line is one in which there is a distinct turn with a straight
line on either side of or both sides of the turn
When setting bending lines always take into consideration the level
of the horses and riders
The fewer the strides in a bending line the more difficult it can
become. A good rule of thumb is a six stride bending line is tough,
and seven or more becomes easier

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Bending/Broken Lines




If you set a bending line into an In and Out be careful on
the distance, and try to make it ride on the easier side. It
can become a difficult line. Try and give them a little
more room in the distance in the In and Out
Finally, if you use a bend one direction on one day, try to
be fair and offer a bend the other direction on the next
day

DESIGNING THE COURSE
First Fences








The first fence should always be an easy approach, straight and
nothing in the way of the approach, and should be made of an
inviting and jumpable construction
When holding more than one class at a time (multiple cards), use
different first fences or jump a first fence in two different
directions to help a judge keep track of which card to score
An oxer can be used as a first fence under the right circumstances
(Stake class, Handy, Equitation, never Ponies)
Vary which lead is required for each first fence (ie. if holding two
cards, try to have each round start on a different lead)

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Starting and Finishing Home or Away






First fences coming home will require that horses enter a ring, go to
the far end and then jump the first fence coming home - first fences
going away will require that horses enter a ring, make a circle at the
near end and then jump the first fence going away – either is
acceptable, but setting first fences coming home is much more
preferable to most riders
Try to always finish a course coming home (at the gate end of the ring)
– it takes too long to finish a course at the far end and wait for each
horse to casually walk or trot the entire length of the ring to exit
If the ring has the gate along the center on one side, then you can use
either direction to start or finish

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Multiple Tracks





At the vast majority of horse shows, you will need to be able to
design multiple tracks from one set of fences
Look at your time schedule – if the show is offering one 3’0”
Warm-Up class and two rounds of 3’0” Pre-Green Hunters,
chances are show management will want to open all three cards
simultaneously – you will have to draw three different tracks
from one design – make the judge’s life easier, be sure to have
each track start on a different first fence
When the schedule includes handy hunter or equitation classes,
try to build them into your design so that there is little or no time
spent moving jumps between classes.

JUMPS
Vertical


Comprised of a single element on a vertical plane

JUMPS
Natural / Simulated Natural Obstacles


Comprised of any number of materials designed to
simulate a natural obstacle in the field

JUMPS
USEF Rule HU120.5
The top element of all obstacles must be securely placed with cups at least
1-1/2 inches deep and 3 inches wide so that a slight rub will not cause a
knockdown and must be equally secure for different heights in the same class.

Jump Cups & Jump Cup Pins




There are many jump cups available on the market today that, although
they look like they are legal, in fact do not conform to USEF specifications
and may not be used at USEF approved horse shows
Be sure pins are facing the same direction as the jump is being taken and
are all the way through the standard and out the other side of the cup

JUMPS
USEF Rule HU120.5 (Safety Breakaway Cups)
At all Federation approved competitions, FEI approved safety mechanisms
must be used in conjunction with a cup that is at least 1-1/2 inches deep and
at least 3 inches wide for the back rail of all oxers.

Safety Breakaway Cups & Sleeves




Be sure to use safety breakaway sleeves and cups on the back rail of any
oxer or spread fence
Make sure the breakaway sleeve is set correctly and not upside down
(easy to do on older steel three-hole models)

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters




In Handy classes obstacles must simulate those found in trappy
hunting country. The course must have at least two changes of
direction and at least one in and out as well as three of the
following: hand gallop a jump, bending line, rollback turn, fence at
the end of the ring or open a gate while mounted or trot over one
obstacle. Judges must place emphasis on promptness and tight
turns with precedence being given in that order.
Exception: Ins and Outs are optional for Pony Handy Hunter
classes.

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters – Course Requirements









Trappy Hunting Country – the type of terrain encountered while
foxhunting
Two changes of direction – self-explanatory
At least one combination – meaning two is acceptable and here is
where you can get creative with your choices (vertical-vertical,
trot-in canter-out, etc.)
Hand gallop a jump – don’t use this for Green Hunter sections, as
it is illegal to ask for a hand gallop in the Under Saddle class
Bending line – not less than seven strides and preferably more;
not leading into a combination

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters – Course Requirements








Rollback turn – a simple turn back from one jump to another,
usually done by jumping into a line, pulling out and jumping out of
another line (keep in mind that the line you jump into and pull out
of should be at least 4 strides long if not longer – it is unfair to
jump into a 3 stride line and pull a horse out)
Fence at the end of the ring – usually a vertical jumped across one
end of a ring in either direction
Open a gate while mounted – try to use a real gate or one that is
as close to real as possible – while rope gates can be used, they
are not recommended (do you make them close it while mounted
as well?)
*For pony hunter handy courses, leading over one obstacle as
well as opening a gate are prohibited

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters – Course Requirements




Trot over one obstacle – in classes for horses, remember that the
trot fence cannot exceed 3’ and in classes for ponies, the trot fence
cannot exceed 2’
Judges must place emphasis on promptness and tight turns with
precedence being given in that order – meaning you should offer
several tight turn options and efficient track options … nothing
mandatory, just optional (if a rider wants to take the long way
around the entire course, they should be able to do just that)

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters






Although ground lines are required for all regular hunter
courses, they are optional in handy classes
No course may require exhibitors to trot or canter through
the in/out gate (while many will want to canter directly to the
first fence without an opening circle, they must walk into the
ring before picking up the canter)
If you want to build a hedge fence at one particular height,
you can – it is okay to have a 3’6” hedge fence in a 4’ High
Performance Working Handy Hunter class

DESIGNING THE COURSE
Handy Hunters


Finally, when designing handy tracks, do not just draw an equitation track
and call it good. There is a definite difference between handy hunter tracks
and equitation tracks.

Regardless of the turns and tracks, a handy hunter must be allowed to
freely jump without interference from the rider (i.e. the course cannot
force a rider to have to override or hand ride a horse over the jumps or in
any way interfere with the arc of a horse’s jump)

Advanced-level equitation courses sometimes test a rider’s ability to
guide a horse in the air…to help with a short inside turn; landing off a
jump with a shorter or more balanced position; or getting a particular
lead on landing … hunters must be allowed to complete the arc over a
fence without having its mouth “ripped” in the air

The Challenges of Pony Hunter Courses


One of the biggest challenges to designing pony hunter courses is
to match the level of courses to the level of competition








Simple single, side, diagonal, side, diagonal track
Maybe a long, soft, sweeping bend that is well over 100’
In-and-out (mandatory for the handy round)
Simple fence construction or full fence construction
Decorations – flower baskets, hanging flowers, islands

What distances to use for ponies is one of the most often asked
questions I hear – there is no set distance – there are too many
variables

The Challenges of Pony Hunter Courses




All pony courses must start over a simple vertical – it is illegal to
begin a pony hunter course over an oxer or coop
Do not forget the rule about spreads…the total spread of a fence
(rails, gates, walls, flower boxes, brush, etc.) cannot exceed the
height of the fence – this is done more often than you think, and
it is one of those rules that is just not thought about by most,
including the ring crew (as soon as you land a pony in the middle
of the oxer, suddenly everyone will remember this rule!)

Typical 2’6” Medium Pony Hunter oxer – side view (no wings)

2’6”

2’6”

The Challenges of Pony Hunter Courses






If a distance between two fences is less than 100’, it must be
adjusted for each height section
If you have an in-and-out, you cannot have any other fence in that
line at “B”, “C” and Local rated sections
When deciding what distances to use on your lines, be sure to take
into account that when the distances change for each height
section, fences that get moved may get in the way of other lines or
fences – plan for this in advance and be sure to set your initial
course to avoid this problem (see next illustration).

HUNTER 2 -

Judge

150' x 240'

3

Fences 1 - 8

S-60'
M-62'6"
L-67'

2

7
5
S-70'
M-72'6"
L-78'

8
4

1
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If you start with
Small, then
moving #2 out
may interfere
with the first
fence. If you
start with
Large, then
moving #4 and
#7 in may
interfere with
both first
fences

The Challenges of Pony Hunter Courses


Plan ahead with regard to fence construction

If you are running each height section separately (small, medium,
large), then you have the most freedom of choices in fence
construction and you have the ability to make the necessary changes
for each section (add or remove walls, remove larger walls and add
smaller walls, add or remove brush, change the size of gates, etc.)

If you are combining height sections, be sure to build each jump so that
it can be set for the smallest height section – try not to have to change
the construction of a jump during the same judged class or combined
section (i.e. you should not run the Large Pony Hunter with walls, then
take them out for the Medium Pony Hunter if they are combined &
being judged as one section)

The Challenges of Pony Hunter Courses


Finally, if in doubt about anything having to do with the pony
hunter courses, always err on the side of being conservative









Start with conservative distances
Draw simple tracks – single, side, diagonal, side, diagonal
No bending lines – everything straightforward
Do not use in-and-outs unless required
Simple fence construction – nothing spooky
Watch the blowing and moving flowers and plants

We have never lost a course designer to an angry mob because the
pony hunter courses were too simple

USEF RULES- HUNTER COURSES
HU117 General
1.

All obstacles, except those noted below, must be set at required height.
The required height may have a variance of no more than 2” over or
under. Exceptions:
a)
Walk fences may not exceed 2’ in height and spread.
b)
Trot fences may not exceed 3’ in height and spread for horses and 2’
in height for ponies in classes restricted to ponies.
c)
Brush obstacles, hedges, split-rail fences, simulated rock or stone
walls, ditches, banks and other specialty jumps designed to simulate
natural obstacles found in the hunt field.
d)
The first fence of any hunter course.

USEF RULES- HUNTER COURSES
 Horses must be shown over a minimum of eight obstacles the required
height in all “A”, “B” or “C” rated sections. (NOTE: This means seven fences is
okay for non-rated or warm-up classes)
 In all rated hunter sections, at least two different courses are required. At
least one change of direction (change of lead) is required in every course.
 No course may have exhibitors trotting or cantering through the in-gate or
out-gate; any exhibitor choosing to trot or canter through the in-gate or outgate will be eliminated.

USEF RULES- HUNTER COURSES
 Course diagrams must be posted at least one half-hour before the
scheduled time of class unless they have been illustrated in the prize list.
The plan or diagram of the course must show the obstacles which must be
taken in the order indicated by numbers but apart from this the rider is not
bound to follow a compulsory track. An arrow is used on the diagram to
indicate the direction in which each obstacle is to be taken. When distances
between related fences in all classes, rated or unrated, are 100’ or less, the
distance must be included on the posted course diagram.
 All posted courses at Federation-licensed competitions must include the
numbers of fences to be jumped (i.e. Fences 1-8).
 When a range of fence heights is allowed in a class or section, the minimum
height must be used unless a higher height is specified in the prize list.

USEF RULES- HUNTER COURSES
 A minimum 2” difference is required for the back element of an
obstacle. A ground line is required for all obstacles except in Handy
Hunter classes.
 An in and out (less than 40’) is considered as two obstacles in the
required number of obstacles. It must never be used at the start of a
course.
 An in and out (less than 40’) is two jumps set for one or two strides.
The distance may be adjusted during a class requiring different fence
heights. Exception: The distance must be adjusted in Pony Hunter
classes.

When Designing an Equitation Course, Consider:










Tracks, flow and smoothness
Good turns vs. bad turns
Distances
In Gate/types of material to build with
Combinations
Bending/broken lines, rollbacks, single fences
First fences
Multiple tracks
And at the highest levels, any sponsors or marketing needs

Tracks, Flow and Smoothness


Equitation courses resemble a hunter course, but are more
technical, testing rider's skill and form. They often include
combinations, tight turns, and difficult distances between
fences that ask different questions to be answered through
out the course by the rider. These courses reach 3'6“ to 3’9”
in height at the highest competitive level

Good Turns vs. Bad Turns







Turns should be sensible, challenging and safe
There is much more flexibility in designing equitation courses with
regard to turns
Turns should test a rider’s ability to properly and effectively control
a horse and ride the most efficient track possible
Turns should never require a rider to be rough on a horses mouth
or need for the rider to turn in the air over a fence

Distances






Distances can be varied to test a rider’s ability to lengthen
or shorten their horse’s stride, frame and balance
Use distances to offer a rider the opportunity to
demonstrate their riding skill
Remember when you fluctuate between shortening and
lengthening you must keep the changes where the horse
and rider are challenged but still can be smooth and
balanced

Use of Verticals and Oxers



The varied use of verticals and oxers can in itself create many tests and
challenges for riders
When deciding what type of fences to use, keep in mind:






Verticals force riders to collect and balance their horse – good riders do this
without losing impulsion or step – lesser riders can only do this by slowing
down, shortening their horse’s step and getting weak or losing impulsion
Ramped oxers make a rider lay flatter over the jump and have less control of
their horse on landing – the horse may land going forward and being a little
strong, making it difficult to get organized, balanced and set-up for the next
line, turn or jump
Square oxers tend to make riders get very loose in the air and land in a “heap”
– the horse may land with little or no stride or impulsion, making it difficult to
get going to the next jump

Combinations



Combinations offer a unique opportunity for stronger riders to
excel and weaker riders to have their weakness exposed
When placing a combination, keep in mind the location, the
approach and the departure, and the type of fences to use






Vertical to oxer – simple and easy for beginner / intermediate riders
Oxer to vertical – tests a rider’s ability to land in their stirrups off the oxer and
quickly organize and balance for the vertical coming out
Vertical to vertical – less difficult, especially when set on a shorter distance;
when set on a longer distance it forces riders to maintain a forward pace
while still needing to be balanced and organized
Oxer to oxer – generally set these on a shorter distance unless you specifically
have a reason to make them longer; really makes a rider maintain forward
pace, impulsion and step while being in control of their upper body and using
their seat and legs for support

Bending Lines, Rollbacks, Single Fences






The use of bending / broken lines, rollbacks and single fences is
encouraged when the level of competition warrants
Quite often a rollback is drawn by having a horse jump into a line, then
turn out of the line to another fence – be sure not to utilize this on any
lines less than four strides – asking a horse to jump into a three-stride
line then pulling out in the middle is not fair to the horse and creates
problems
Single fences off of a long approach are a great way to test a rider’s
patience and ability to maintain a consistent step, rhythm and balance –
single fences off of a short corner test the rider’s ability to maintain their
balance, step and impulsion through the turn

First Fences






Under most circumstances, it is a good idea to start an equitation
course on a single vertical fence, similar to a basic hunter course
For more advanced equitation classes, consider starting on a
ramped oxer or even a line – many riders tend to suffer from
“first fence-itis” (the inability to get going to the first fence of a
course) – by starting with an oxer or a line, you can expose this
weakness or encourage riders to prevent this from happening
Never start a course with a combination (best not to have a
combination before Fence #3 in any course)

Multiple Tracks




When designing courses, be sure to set fences in a ring
so that you can get multiple tracks out of one set
Even when you think that certain classes will be run by
themselves, show management may, under certain
circumstances, ask that multiple cards be held open
simultaneously – your course needs to work without
having to change anything

Sponsors and Marketing






Unlike the hunter ring, equitation courses and materials offer a course
designer much more flexibility in being creative and innovative when it
comes to corporate and sponsor relations and sports marketing
Sponsor jumps, signage and staff interaction are great ways to help
market equitation and medal classes
There is nothing wrong with planning a certain fence with a great
background for the presentation photo; taking a sponsor’s jump or logo
and using it in the ring; strategically positioning jumps for a marketing
effect - as long as all of the above does not compromise the safety and
integrity of the sport and the horses and riders in the class

Jumper Fences

Natural & Simulated Natural Obstacles

EQ108 Course Requirements
Classes must be held over at least six obstacles.

All obstacles must be at least 5’6” wide across the jumpable
portion.

In Intermediate,14 years and over and Open classes, at least one
change of direction and a combination including an oxer are
required.

Combinations are prohibited in classes restricted to riders 12 years
old and under, unless required in specific Federation classes. All
combinations must be numbered with a single number and the
designations A and B or A, B and C on the course diagram. If only
one element of a combination is being jumped, it must be the last
element.

Course Requirements (continued)

In Open Equitation classes for riders 12 years of age and
older, the course must include at least two changes of
direction, a combination including an oxer, and 1/3 of the
obstacles must be oxers. In addition, all courses must
include at least three of the following:






Bending Line
Narrow Jump (5’-6”-8’)
Roll-back Turn
Fence at the end of the ring
Long approach to a single jump

The Challenges of Indoor Courses









Most indoor arenas are much smaller than their outdoor
counterparts …narrower, shorter and lower
Some have bleacher seating on one or more sides while others
have four solid walls all the way around
The height of the ceiling can contribute greatly to the feeling of
being large and spacious or small and cramped
Lighting can also affect how horses go in an indoor
Sounds can echo, causing horses to become wary
Walkways around the ring and windows or mirrors at one end
can cause distractions
Sun spots can destroy a class

Setting An Indoor Course








The narrower the ring, the harder it is to set good corners
that will flow
You want your diagonal lines to be as hard across a ring as
possible to prevent the feeling that each line is just going up
and down the ring without a smooth turn at each end
To do this, try putting single oxers or in-and-outs on the
outside, allowing for greater angles to and from your
diagonal lines
Leave one side with enough room for a horse to get by and
you can add a second single fence

A typical indoor arena that is 220’ long by 90’ wide

Setting An Indoor Course








If the arena is dark or there are any dark spots due to poor lighting,
try to keep the equipment light and bright – don’t use brown, dark
green or dark stained rails in a dark indoor
If the arena wall is the same color as the footing, don’t use the same
color for your jumps – always try to make the jumps contrast to the
colors or shades in an indoor
If the arena is covered but open at both ends or along the sides, plan
for sun in the early morning or late afternoon
If the arena has skylights or open sections, look for sun spots that
could wind up directly on a jump at some point in the day

Setting An Indoor Course




Distances will nearly always be shorter in an indoor arena than
in an outdoor arena – sometimes by as much as two feet on
longer lines and a foot in an in-and-out (i.e. a typical five stride
line at 3’ outside might be 72’, while indoors it could be as short
as 70’)
Distances can also be affected by the type and location of the
arena fence – if you can see through it and the wall of the
building is away from it, it will ride longer; if the arena fence is a
12’ tall solid wall or is an actual part of the wall of the building, it
will ride shorter

Flowers, Plants, Trees and Islands






Artificial flowers (carnations for the flower boxes and hanging
flowers for the wings and pillars) are a great and economical way to
add color and pizzazz to an otherwise plain and dreary course
Greenery, including plants, trees and brush can add a natural feel to
the course, giving it that hunt field look
Islands, comprised of anything from wishing wells, lamp posts, tall
trees, hay or straw bales, decorative fencing, sculptures, etc. can
add beauty and elegance to a ring – it can also be a great place to
take win pictures with sponsors for bigger and more important
classes

Flowers, Plants, Trees, and Islands








When outdoors, use caution when it comes to trees or tall shrubs –
even a light wind can wreck havoc on these top-heavy decorations
(use number strings, twist ties or zip ties to attach them to the
wings when necessary)
Try not to use anything in a pot that is less than 5 gallons – anything
smaller will fall over and blow around
Avoid any plants in biodegradable cardboard pots – they will not
last a full week with constant moving by the ring crew and watering
from the water trucks
Do not use any running water in a fountain – the sound is extremely
spooky to horses and can ruin your class

Flowers, Plants, Trees, and Islands








Finally, remember that when you are hired to course design, you are
responsible for not only the way the course is designed, built and
rides, but how it looks as well.
Some shows do not have any fancy decorations – do the best that
you can
Some shows hire a separate course decorator – take advantage of
their skills and talents to help make your courses look the best
The pictures and videos from the show you are course designing may
end up in a national magazine or on television – take pride in your
work and give it your all

